Weather Impact Overview
Southeast Georgia & Northeast Florida

Widely Scattered Afternoon & Evening T’Storms Today
• Main Threat Area: Interstate 95 and U.S. Highway 301 Corridors
• Primary Hazards: Briefly Gusty Winds, Briefly Heavy Downpours, and Occasional Lightning Strikes

Only Isolated to Widely Scattered Afternoon and Evening Thunderstorms at Inland Locations Friday through Tuesday

Moderate Rip Current Risk Continues at All Area Beaches

Building Heat Friday through Early Next Week
• Peak Heat Index Values of 104°-108° each Afternoon
T-STORM RISK: 3pm-9pm

Have Multiple Ways to Receive Weather Information

ISSUED: 7/28/2022 11:03 AM

Possible Hazards

- STRONG WINDS
- HAIL POTENTIAL
- FLOOD THREAT
- TORNADO POTENTIAL
Tropical Weather Outlook

Five-Day Graphical Tropical Weather Outlook
National Hurricane Center  Miami, Florida

No Disturbances

No new tropical cyclones are expected during the next five days.

Maintain Tropical Readiness
✓ Stock Supply Kits
✓ Review Home & Flood Insurance Policies
✓ Review Family Emergency Plan
✓ Know Your Evacuation Zone